Violence in my Life

How violence affected my life:

Violence.
Why do people do it, why do people create it?
Violence, it's mostly based on hate.
Violence, it affects me badly.
Can't even walk down the street without a worry.
Always having to carry protection on me.
Some spray, a knife, I'm terrified for my life.
Not knowing what could happen, maybe
Shooting, maybe stabbing.
Walking outside, people walking all madly.
I put my head down sadly.
All I can think about is violence,
and how it's affected my life badly.

Youth Violence

Trash, the kind of stuff people talk
leads to a gang, going bang bang.
Young kids fighting, children
become frightened.
Drug dealers and addicts
doing what they do on the streets,
looking in the window and seeing
some women get beat.
Kids popping drugs, messing with
things.
People start dying, I just think
to myself what's wrong with the world,
and I start crying.
I think it's time we stop the youth violence.

Stopping violence is youth violence:

But somehow, we can try to stop violence.
Less fighting, less shooting, less dying
we should try it.

In this world, peace doesn't exist,
but at least we can try to make it exist.

We need to stop all the fighting, shooting, banging, slashing.
can't we just have peace?
Violence, is what the world doesn't need, all
the world needs, is some peace.

But we can make the world a better place
if we know what to do starting with me and you.